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It is ICES’ intent to equip its students to be able to take up the intellectual
and spiritual challenges of the contemporary world. First and foremost,
this implies lucidity. Globalization and the necessity for everyone to
change profession at least two or three times in the course of their
future working lives, are modern day facts. One may chose to resist these
changes, but not ignore their existence. It is possible, henceforth, either
to be overwhelmed by this evolution in our world, or to seize the opportunities that they offer. ICES
intends to provide our students with the skillsets necessary to embrace the future.
It is important that each student learns to be inquisitive, audacious and enterprising. This is why ICES
insists on exactitude, regular class attendance and encourages participation in a certain number of
projects such as “les Entrepreneuriales”®. Technical and linguistic competences are also an absolute
necessity. Mastery of information technology tools and a very good level of foreign language are
required. With all this in mind, ICES offers students an education program and computing tools of
the highest quality. In addition, an International Relations department has been developed to assist
students coming to ICES from all parts of the globe.
Studying abroad is a challenge one must take. Knowing how to take risks is an essential skill students
must acquire. This implies broadness of mind, that is to say, a good level of general knowledge and
audacity. Succes comes from getting to know our innermost selves and the study abroad experience
can be a unique way of accomplishing this. And getting to know our innermost selves is what Christ
beckons us to do to be able to discover the place which has been assigned to us in this world. It is in this
light that the Catholic dimension of ICES enhances the experience.

François BOULêTREAU,
University Director
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The ICES Difference
Our mission

is to develop free-thinking minds, which
means allowing each person to be who he or she is. This is the same
adventure of risk and
to which Christ calls us.

audacity

Our strategy

is to provide each student with a
solid basis of general culture through the
of :

discovery

• great thinkers

beyond the politically and economically correct
beyond the frame of reference of one’s time

oneself

understanding one’s qualities and limits
learning democratic debate through simulation exercises
finding one’s place in society

the contemporary world

professional development and new technology programs
preparing for
      •International internships and placements
      •Study stays abroad
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Our concept
Created in 1989 through the concerted initiative of the diocese of the
Vendée and local government bodies (notably the Département and
Région) ICES has pioneered an innovative concept in further education,
that of a University School™ (registered trademark) relying on a specific
approach to student development, the success of which is a permanent
challenge.
ICES’ concept consists in the adaptation of the teaching methods of
France’s “grandes écoles” to traditional university courses. Whereas
universities in France teach general subjects and are characterized by
free attendance and an unusually large number of students in classrooms,
the “grandes écoles” are elite schools that have very high standards,
selective recruitment, specialized fields of study as well as a low student
professor ratio enabling individual support and counseling.

a university school™
The particularity of ICES, as a University School™, is to offer a combination
of the broad study areas of a traditional university with the pedagogical
and educational approaches that resemble those of a “Grande Ecole”.
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Academics :

7
departments

French Education System

political sciences
literature
history
biology languages
law mathematics/physics
Our academic programs lead to
1st & 2nd cycle State university
diplomas within the framework
of the European system of higher
education diplomas (LMD).

Tests and assessment

Students’ knowledge can be assessed in
two ways:
• Short quizzes that can take place
at any time in the semester, when
professors can check knowledge
acquired in each study unit
•

Lectures, Tutorials and Practical Work
Cours magistraux are classes given in
lecture halls where the professor presents
the subject and students take notes.
Travaux dirigés are classes prepared
for small groups of students in order
to deepen the knowledge acquired in
lectures.
Travaux pratiques, or pratical work,
is organised regularly in scientific
departments.
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Examinations, oral and written, at
the end of each semester that assess
assimilated knowledge (in January
and June, with resits organized two
weeks after)

In the French system of grading the
highest mark is 20. At university level
however, a grade over 18 is very rarely
given.
ICES, as a University School™, encourages
close cooperation between teachers and
students to personalize their education
and thus respond in the best way possible
to their needs

Literature
Literature studies at ICES
Students choosing French Literature and Classics at ICES will benefit
from the development of their skills in the French language, both
written and oral (communication skills) but also will acquire a solid
literary and general culture. The broad based study program of
this faculty allows the student to evolve and develop the necessary
versatility for today’s professional careers.
Student of Modern Literature
Modern Literature students acquire tools and knowledge through
a teaching content that is both classical (classics and comparative
literature…) and contemporary (fantasy literature, science fiction…).
Students have a number of options: languages, drama, writing
workshops, journalism, political sciences, photo-video… ICES also
offers students work experience opportunities (newspapers, publishing
houses…).
Student of Classics
In Classics, apart from acquiring a sound
knowledge basis in language and literature
(Latin, Greek, French), students can also take
subjects in Hellenic or Hebrew civilization
and learn Greek and Modern Hebrew.
Thanks to the variety of core subjects and options available, students
can gradually determine their future careers: in the publishing
professions (text genetics, manuscript editing…), political sciences,
journalism, cultural professions or communication.

Find the full study program at : www.ices.fr/lettres.php
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Languages
Foreign languages at ICES
Language courses at ICES are primarily based on the English language
and cultures but great importance is also
given to studying Spanish and German
to allow students to build on knowledge
previously acquired in secondary school
and to improve oral expression and
translation. For students who are
considering careers as translators or
interpreters, it is possible to continue
or start learning a third, or even a fourth
modern language such as Arabic, Chinese, Modern
Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Polish or Russian.

Career opportunities
Among our graduate Language students, there are many translators
and interpreters, Tourist Office managers, national guides, publicity
agents, international civil servants, marketing managers, as well as
teachers in middle schools, secondary schools and universities, all
indications of ICES’ success in preparing well-skilled professionals.
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Find the full study program at : www.ices.fr/langues.php

Political Sciences
The International dimension
Particular attention is given to International Relations and
globalization through courses and seminars on the international
politics of rising powers. Many nationally and internationally known
professors from foreign universities participate in these seminars.
Political Science students at ICES are required to study at least two
foreign languages.
Independent thinking
The emphasis on personal reflection encourages ICES students
to develop their critical judgment and knowledge of themselves.
Importance is given to general culture,
especially through the study of great thinkers.
The many presentations and oral exercises
students are required to give, stimulate
questioning on the current major issues
facing the contemporary world and what
each individual’s commitment can and
should be.
Contact with the professional world
Communication exercises, as well as meetings with directors of
enterprises, representatives of the diplomatic corps of various
countries, people in charge of humanitarian organizations and
compulsory one-year stays abroad all help the students define and
reconcile their personal and professional projects. Gradually students
are able to put together their CVs, increase their personal contacts
and develop their communication skills.
Find the full study program at : www.ices.fr/sciencespo.php
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Law
Success through academic counseling
At ICES, each student is individually accompanied by a pedagogical
counselor who helps in the personalization of his or her studies and in
the organization of teacher-taught tutoring. Methodology classes are
dispensed to all students. Every year, eight out of ten ICES students
are successful in their Law examinations which is 50% higher than the
national average.

Learning English and other modern
languages in France or abroad
Through law and economy courses
conducted in English, bilingual classes
and the possibility of learning German,
Spanish, Russian, Chinese or Arabic,
students can perfect their knowledge
of already acquired foreign languages or
learn new ones.

The International dimension
ICES’ professors are top-level experts in the their field. Regularly
organized seminars with the participation of many internationally
and nationally known professors give students a perfect opportunity
to develop their knowledge and become high-level professionals.
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Find the full study program at : www.ices.fr/droit.php

History
General culture and intellectual curiosity
At ICES, the Licence (Bachelor equivalent) program aims to educate
men and women to know how to observe or even better, interpret
events using the critical faculties of trained
intellects, to be capable of formulating and
expressing opinions in the most logical and
clearest way and finally to know how to adapt
and react according to the choices they
have made. History courses associated
with the study of Law, Politics and
Economy provide students with a firm
cultural basis and equip them to tackle
the study of contemporary subjects such
as globalization, Europe, ecology, urban politics,
trade unionism…
History, Human Sciences or Language Studies
These study areas examine in chronological order the great figures in
the world of History. From ancient to modern history, every period is
studied from the first year, re-analyzed and treated in greater depth
in subsequent years, looking at the different aspects of the economic,
demographic, social, ideological and philosophical contexts relating
to the politics of the time.
National Heritage
For students interested in a career in French history and/or culture,
the program National Heritage initiates them into the professional
dimension of the subject. They will study the different aspects of
French National Heritage through its monuments and museum
collections of the successive political systems from 1789 to today.
Find the full study program at : www.ices.fr/histoire.php
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Biology
Discovery of the many career opportunities in the field of
Biology
At ICES, students are allowed through initiation into the different
professions, to examine them in the light of their personal expectations
and to choose the one for which they are best suited. This pedagogical
approach together with the development of independent scientific
reflection (personal scientific projects, acquiring the methodology
proper to different scientific disciplines) enable the students,
accompanied by their teachers, to construct their individual study
programs.
Practical work
From Year 1, laboratory classes in chemistry, biochemistry, psychology,
biology…and fieldwork in geology, botany and ecology …are based
on concrete, real life experiments.
Clinical Research
This graduate program created in 2003 is for students interested in
the fields of Biotechnology, Pharmacology and Clinical Research with
students subsequently finding jobs in hospitals, biomedical research
and the pharmaceutical industry.
Professional development
This program, comprising a 30-hour module,
consists of lectures and tutorials on the agrifood industry, environmental management
and applied geology.
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Find the full study program at : www.ices.fr/biologie.php

Math / Physics
Exam success
90% of students at ICES obtain their Licence
degree (Bachelor equivalent) whereas
the national average is around half that.
The success rate in these examinations
is due to small work groups that allow
personalized study supervision with
individual support and methodology
courses, coupled with the system of regular
assessment tests.
Constructing one’s professional future
The goal of the study program at ICES is to give a solid grounding
in Mathematics and Science equipping the student to subsequently
choose to specialize in one of the major fields of Mathematics,
Computer Science, Physics, Chemistry and their applications. Students
are accompanied in this process to define and construct their future
careers in engineering, business, education or research.
Refresher course for scientific studies
ICES offers an intensive program composed of a full review of basics
in Mathematics and Physics for students who have left the field of
scientific studies and wish to return.

Find the full study program at : www.ices.fr/sciences.php
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Studies...
specific services for international students
Every year ICES receives approximately 900
students from all over France and several countries
around the world.
ICES has developed for its students, an ambitious
program of International Relations on all 5
continents.

I.R.O.

Tel (
0) 2 5
1 46 2
intern
82
ationa
l@ice 9
s.fr

All exchange students studying at ICES work
closely with the International Relations Office (IRO)
to organize all aspects of their stay abroad. Their
courses are accredited into their home university’s
program of studies through the transfer of credits.
French language support is offered when needed.
The International Relations Office organizes
outings, orientation and integration activities
specifically for foreign students.

training for teaching professions
Students, interested in a career as teachers in
primary or secondary school, might consider an
optional course called Training for the Teaching
Professions (FME).

The aim of this program is to allow students who
want to be teachers to gain experience by studying
3 major points of professional interest:
the French education system
the reality of a teacher’s daily work
students’ personal understanding of a future teaching career
For more information visit : www.ices.fr/fme.php
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...aren’t everything!
maintaining a healthy body

Apart from the intellectual development of its students, ICES
provides the opportunity for physical exercise and offers 5
sports options :
In
badminton
basketball
horse-riding
indoor football
rugby

La
also h Roche-surpools ave access Yon, stude
sport , a skating to swimm nts
situa s comple rink, and th ingLes S ted thirty xes. ICES ree
of Fr ables d’Olo minutes f is
beach ance’s m nne and s rom
can t es, wherost beautome
sport ake part ine stude iful
s.
many nts
water

developping the mind and soul

Students can audition for ICES’ high-profile choir ensemble or choose to
participate in the theatrical troupe. The more talented actors may be selected
to participate in Jean-Laurent Cochet’s «Master Class», who taught some of
France’s most illustrious actors such as Fabrice Luchini and
Gérard Depardieu.
Students can test their business fiber by joining a team in
the Entrepreneuriales, a regional contest in which students
simulate, quite realistically, the creation of an enterprise. A
number of teams have gone on to the actual creation of
their own business.
Students who feel the need to partake in religious activities,
can participate in service in the university chapel or in one of the area’s churches,
temples, mosques or synagogue. Students may meet with the school chaplain
or visit the university chaplaincy at will.
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Bienvenue en Vendée…
Situated in west central France, on the Atlantic Ocean, Vendee is a department
in the Pays de la Loire region.
An exceptionally
mild climate, more
than 100 miles of
sandy beaches, the
Marais Poitevin, as
well as the historical
theme park at the
Puy du Fou make
Vendee one of the
most visited regions
of France.
The
Department
of the Vendee, well
known by historians
because of the Wars of the Vendee, or the «counter-revolution» during the
French Revolution, has many museums and historical places to visit such as
the Historial de la Vendée, the Logis de la Chabotterie, the Abbey of Nieul sur
l’Autise, the Abbey of Maillezais or The Grand Parc of the Puy du Fou and the
Cinéscénie.
Also well-known for its “Vendée Globe” around-the-world solitary yacht race,
the department of Vendée boasts a very active and dynamic environment.
You can travel around the area using the inter-city buses or trains
Timetables can be found on:
www.sovetours.com
www.voyages-sncf.com

For more information about Vendée, visit : http://www.vendee-tourisme.com
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La Roche-sur-Yon is the capital of the department of the Vendee.

Created in 1804 by Napoleon 1st, the city is the economic and commercial
heart of the Vendée. An equestrian statue of the Emperor proudly stands on
the main square, called Place Napoléon (Place Nap’ for short). The town’s unique
pentagonal perpendicular layout with all principal streets going to the main
square creates a town center where most of the facilities are within walking
distance. This small, charming town is a wonderful place to study in and after
class to find time for cultural, sporting and tourist activities or just spending
time with friends in the local pubs and restaurants.
La Roche sur Yon is ideally located as a starting point for touring Europe. During
holiday periods or long weekends many interesting places in France (Paris,
Bordeaux, Marseille, Nice…), as well as major European cities (London, Brussels,
Amsterdam, Milan, Barcelona, Geneva…) are just waiting to be discovered.

LA ROCHE-SUR-YON
Further information: http://www.ville-larochesuryon.fr/
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Transport
How to get to la Roche- sur-Yon ?
•by plane – the closest airport, served by major airlines and
low-cost companies, is situated in Nantes (International
Airport Nantes Atlantique), 60 km away.
•by train – La Roche-sur-Yon is situated 3 hours from Paris
by TGV (“high-speed train”). There is also a direct train from
the Roissy-Charles de Gaulle Airport to Nantes, with a daily
service to La Roche-sur-Yon
Further information : http://www.voyages-sncf.com
How to move around in La Roche-sur-Yon?
•on foot – La Roche-sur-Yon is a small town with most
facilities within walking distance
•by bus – The public transport system includes 8 regular bus
lines operating from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. that access all major
areas in the town (http://www.sty.fr)

Restaurants
In La Roche-sur-Yon there are 2 university restaurants, both close to
ICES and accessible for its students:
• La Courtaisière, situated at 56, bd Gaston Defferre (bus G, RU
bus stop), open every midday from Monday to Friday offering
traditional dishes or fast-food
• IUT Cafeteria, open from 9.15 to 4.30, offering hot and cold drinks,
sandwiches, panini and salads (menu 3€, payable by ticket)
There are also many good restaurants and snack bars in the town
center within easy reach of ICES.
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useful info

you should know about...

Library
The University library is free and
accessible to all students. Facilities
include :
-multidisciplinary resources (75000
free-access works)
-500 collections of reviews, 300 of
which are current subscriptions
-microforms, audiovisual documents
(CD-ROM’s, DVD’s)
-multimedia resource center with
open access and wireless Internet
connection
-long opening hours (during term
time until 8 p.m. from Monday to
Thursday and until 7 p.m. on Friday)

Lodging
For students who want to
rent a room, a flat, or an
apartment, a list of regularly
updated offers is available
on the university website:
http://www.ices.fr/logements

For those who enjoy living in
a small community and who
wish to pursue their studies
in an atmosphere of spiritual
guidance,
ICES
offers

student accommodation in
the residence Foyer Sainte
Thèrese. This residence has
43 individual and furnished
rooms with bathroom and
toilet. Students also have
access to : a kitchen, diningroom, living-room, TV,
library, laundry and 2 workrooms (3 computers with
Internet connection)
The IRO can help you in your
search !
r
a l@ic e s .f
inte r n at

io n
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Institut Catholique
d’Études Supérieures
17, boulevard des Belges
BP 691
85017 La Roche-sur-Yon Cedex
Tel : (0) 251 46 12 13
Fax : (0) 251 46 15 17

www.ices.fr

